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Minutes 
2009 Annual General Meeting 

Recorded October 19, 2009 by Sean Cale 
 

1. Roll call was held with the following persons present: 
Sean Cale Adam Gray Alex Kuhnert 
Stephen Cock Ian Faris Denis Comtois 
Hani Diab Chris Little Francois Brouard 
Stephen Heckbert Remi Beaudin Ivor Pontiroli 

 
2. Approval of agenda 

 
Sean reviewed the agenda and no additional items were added.   
 
 MOTION:  To approve Agenda, made by Denis Comtois   
 SECONDED: by Chris. All in favour 

 MOTION CARRIED 
 

3. Approval of 2008 AGM Minutes 
 
Sean reviewed the 2008 minutes.  No action items were present or business arising.   
 
 MOTION:  To approve 2008 Minutes, made by Stephen 

Heckbert 
 SECONDED: by Alex Kuhnert. All in favour 

 MOTION CARRIED 
 

4. Chairperson’s Address 
 
Sean ran through his address, highlighting the challenges and successes of 2009. There were no questions or 
concerns raised. 
 

5. Reports from Members of Board of Directors 
 
Reports from all Directors were delivered by the appropriate Director if present and by Sean for those Directors 
not present.  The report for Micros was not ready in time for meeting but will be posted with all AGM information 
on web site.  The following points were raised: 
 

• Stephen suggested the 2009/2010 Board examine raising late fee to $100 to help encourage on-time 
registration due to the toll it places on the planning process. 

• Alex asked why on-line was only at 35%. He suggested having a price point that can afford a discount to 
those who register on-line based on the administrative savings.  There was also some discussion of a fee 
for special requests. 

• Remi noted there were a lot of broken corner posts this year.  He also noted that the nets on Shefford will 
need replacement. 

• Chris Little suggested combining U12 and 13 boys for 2010 as part of the pre-planning based on 
registration numbers. 

• It was suggested that training sessions be set-up for those coaches who join up late in the spring. 
• Chris suggested in his report that one strategy for teams with a 5-goal differential is to kick only from 

outside the penalty box. 
• Denis recommended that no games be played on Canada Day. 
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• Both Denis and Ivor mentioned that GDRS has to maintain a consistent message on separation of 
spectators and team on opposite sides of the fields, perhaps enforced by the referee. 

• Ivor re-iterated that GDRS must have a zero tolerance policy on rough play. 
 

6. Financial Report 
 
Francois presented the 2009 financials.  Overall the Association is in good financial shape.  A majority of the cash 
on hand was moved to GIC’s to help build interest and for better financial control.  Alex asked about what controls 
the Dragons have.  Francois mentioned the 2-signature requirement as well as the GIC’s and defined charge 
codes.  There is also a reconciliation done every fall.  Stephen mentioned that our insurance rates were down 
now that we don’t carry the U19’s. 

Stephen mentioned as well that the club should reference having a priority use agreement for Potvin fields in the 
GSA EODSA application to support our application and take away arguments from other clubs about field use. 

7. Other Business 
 

a. Board Member Recognition 
Tokens of appreciation were awarded to departing board members Francois, Ivor, Chris, Stephen and 
Denis. Bob and Marcella will receive theirs at the board dinner. 
 

8. Election of new Board of Directors 
 
A request for nominations was made for the open positions on the board.  There were no nominations 
forthcoming at the AGM.  One person has expressed interest in the Treasurer position but was unable to make 
the meeting.  She will be put in touch with Francois.  Alex expressed that he would be willing to help out where 
required. 
 
Sean brought up that if the Executive Director of Operations position is not filled within the next 30 days he will be 
bringing to the Board a proposal to hire a full time Director of Operations.  This may require a small raise in fees. 
As functions of this role are cross functional within GSA, there would be discussions with the GSA about financial 
input into the role. 
 
 MOTION:  That remaining Board members have authority 

to continue operations of Dragons until such 
time as sufficient board members are brought in 
and that quorum shall be determined by that 
board, made by Stephen Heckbert 

 SECONDED: by Alex Kuhnert. All in favour 
 MOTION CARRIED 

 
9. Adjournment 

 
 MOTION:  To adjourn, made by Alex Kuhnert 
 SECONDED: by Stephen Heckbert. All in favour 

 MOTION CARRIED 
 
 

Meeting adjourned at 9:00 p.m. 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report from the Chair 

 
 General 

 
2009 proved itself to be an excellent year overall for the Dragons.  While it was not without some challenges, at the 
end of the season over 3,100 kids had a chance to play 16 games while learning new skills, making new friends and 
having fun.  We had a strong Board, great coaches and fine cadre of referees and other volunteers that made 
everything possible.  There were some new issues we had to address along with some older ones, which will be 
addressed in this report. 
 

 Challenges 
 
There were a number of challenges this year.  One of the early and largest challenges was the departure of the 
Executive Director of Operations shortly before the season began.  Thanks to the last minute support of Mr. Pat 
Lacasse fields and schedules were able to be produced so the season could begin on time.  
 
A second large challenge was the adoption of the OSA Mini rules.  This brought in a whole new thought process and 
changes to the handbook for directing this age group.  The cap of players on a field resulted in small teams, which 
gets impacted with summer holidays and activities so fielding teams was hard for some.  This also put a crunch on 
fields as there were slightly more teams and no new fields to move them into.  These new rules presented a learning 
curve for all involved. 
 
Discipline among parents, coaches, and players was generally good but there were a number of incidents that were in 
some ways disturbing and in all cases disruptive and not in keeping with the Dragons tenets.  It is acknowledged that 
even in recreational soccer there is a level of competitiveness, but that has to be tempered with respect and 
knowledge that at the end of the day we are playing for fun and exercise.  From a Board perspective, these issues 
also take up way too much time for those who serve on the Board, most of which has to be addressed at the expense 
of their work or family time. In 2010 it will be important to ensure that the coaches are properly trained with an attempt 
to get as many certified as possible. 
 

 Positives 
 
One of the great strengths of the Dragons year after year is the calibre of those who volunteer and this year was no 
exception. It starts with the Board of Directors.  With the exception of the Executive Director, Operations, we had a 
complete Board this year.  All were well engaged and contributed uncountable hours to make everything happen.  
Soccer of course needs coaches to make the sport a success.  We were able to provide coaches to all teams with 
many having at least one assistant coach.  Many coaches are returning coaches, adding to the strength of the 
program we can offer.  The office staff continues to be professional and efficient and we are well served by them as 
the daily voice of the Dragons to our members. 
 
While it was mentioned as a challenge, the roll out of the OSA mini rules was also positive for the Dragons as it 
helped us to ensure our programs were in keeping with the developmental progress and long term player 
development concepts that are being introduced into all sports.  Keeping team numbers down helps the coach to 
ensure the drills are being done correctly and no one is lost in the crowd.  Players are better able to learn skills 
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appropriate to their age.  One of our functions as a Board is to ensure that the Association is continuously improving.  
We continued this throughout 2009, which was evidenced by the handbook amendments that came out approximately 
mid-season.  These amendments were initiated from coach and parent comments related to weather, referees and  
player advantage and will be incorporated into the 2010 handbook.  Other improvements were made to make 
equipment hand-out more efficient, structured and relevant to the majority of coaches.  Cup Day also saw some 
improvements and lessons learned from this year will be rolled out in 2010.  
 
Relations with the Hornets and within the GSA in general were much improved over the last few years.  Having 
shared registration databases and field allocation done by the Dragons for all of GSA, while a daunting task, helps 
ensure smooth communication between user groups and a fair allocation of resources. 
The Dragons were also able to join with the City of Ottawa to partner on having three new mini sized fields built on the 
south end of Potvin.  These fields will be available for the 2011 season and will greatly assist all of GSA with field 
resources. 

2009 also saw the introduction of the Pythons U25 group to the GSA.  The Dragons provided Hani with all of his 
administrative and operating resources and as an organization were proud to be part of his success. 

 2010 

The Dragons go into 2010 flush with the success of the 2009 season and a number of improvements to roll out.  
These include a new look and structure to the handbook, a coach database from which we can pull significant metrics 
relating to training and years of experience, improved interaction within the GSA and many others. 

The Dragons will be re-examining their strategic goals and objectives to ensure that we continue to offer the best 
soccer experience for the best value.  

 Conclusion 

My thanks go out to all who made the year a success.  Best wishes to all the departing Board members and coaches. 
I hope that we will see all of our members again in 2010 along with many new ones. 

 

Sean Cale 
Chairman 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report of the Registrar 

 
1. Status of Registrations 2009 

 

• Registered over 3100 youth this year. 
• Placed on 190 Teams 
• On-Line Registration is still hovering around the 35% mark 
• Provided Registration service for U25 Pythons 

 

2. Preparation for 2010 

 

• OSA migrated to new Administration and Information Management System (AIMS) 
• Learning curve as we move to using this new program 
• On-Line still in development, but should be ready for early new year Registration 

 

3. Summary 
 

• Growth in younger Age Groups continues 
• Add focus to South Gloucester for expansion 
• AIMS to potentially provide Team Building and Scheduling capability to ease workload of 

Conveners. 
 

 

Tim MacPherson, 

Registrar 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Summary Report on Uniforms, Equipment & Facilities 

By:  Robert Fox, Director, Equipment & Facilities, GDRS 

 
1. STATUS AS OF SEPTEMBER 2008 

• Returned soccer equipment was removed from (wet and dry) soccer bags and placed into bins for 
winter storage on Saturday and Sunday, September 5 & 6, 2009. 

• Dry cleaning and laundry is under way; this process takes about a month.    
• There are 11 sets of new uniforms available for the 2010 season. 
• Soccer nets on Potvin and Shefford fields, and on the large field at Leitrim will remain up over the 

winter again this year.  All other fields will have nets removed by the end of October.  
• A number of older inventory items and uniforms not for reuse will again be separated from other 

inventory this fall and made available for donation to third world countries. 
 

2. ACTION TAKEN FOR THE 2009 SEASON 

• Repeat:  All players were provided a practice T-shirt with the Dragons logo. 
• Repeat:  Each U5 Mini player was given a soccer ball to keep.   
• Repeat:  Keeper pinnies were provided to all teams. 
• Repeat:  Ice packs, new standard first aid kits, and air pumps were provided to all teams. 
• New:  U9s moved to size #4 soccer balls, from size #3.  
• New:  On Dragons Soccer Days, all 4th place teams (U9+) were given trophies, so that on every 

field both teams received the same year end Dragons souvenir.   
 

4. REPEATS OR CHANGES INTENDED FOR 2010   (Volunteer support a dependency for many items) 
 

AGAIN:   

• Dragon’s practice T-shirts are to be provided to all players. 
• Practice pinnies (10 per team) will again be offered for all teams that practice once a week. 
• One pair of goal-keeper gloves to be offered to all mini and junior teams. 
• All U5 players to receive a New Dragons soccer ball. 
• A practice net for any junior or senior coach that requests one.  
• Shefford fields and the large field at Leitrim use nets with weights (so that the nets can be moved 

by grass cutters, but the nets can be set up properly for games). 
 

NEW:   

• Post the ‘equipment provided’ list in the Coach section on the Dragons web site. 
• U18 teams will get small (gym bag sized) Dragons equipment bags, as an experiment for 2010.  

If the coaches decide this is better than the larger bags, it can be expanded in future years. 
• 20 large clear plastic bins used to holds corner posts, and some discs, in the large storage 

room.  
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report of the Director of Youth Boys 

 
In 2009, Youth Boys included four divisions: U 12 B, U 13 B, U 15 B and U 18 B. By 6 May 2009 there were 
399 players registered.  Between releases from the Hornets and late registrations, another 75 players joined 
before July 1st.  After withdrawals were factored in, 457 players were assigned to teams as of 01 July. 
 

Level No. of Boys No. of Teams Avg. per Team 

U12 86 4 21.5 

U13 91 6 15.2 

U15 153 8 19.2 

U18 127 6 21.2 

Overall Assessment 

This was a good year for most divisions and although the U 13 B division was a significant challenge due to the 
number of boys per team, the coaches worked together to make it enjoyable for the boys.  The most significant 
problems at U 12 and U 13 were balancing the total number of players across limited team numbers.  Almost 
all of the late registrations occurred within the U 15 and U 18 divisions and this caused difficulties for both initial 
team formation and with later placement. Across all four age divisions only one team stood out totally 
dominating the division and in frequently scoring past the five goal differential.  Coincidentally, one team in the 
same division was completely overpowered by other team which led to low morale and then low attendance.   
 
Lessons learned and Recommendations 
 

U 12 and U 13 
Neither of these age divisions changed much from initial registration and neither had enough players to 
effectively sustain an independent division.  The result was that the four U 12 teams all had high numbers 
but they played each other too frequently.  The U 13 division settled at six teams with lower than ideal 
numbers leading to a high frequency of teams playing without substitutes or playing short-handed. 

 
Recommendation 
Combine the two age groups into one U 13 division.  Based on this year’s numbers, there should be eight 
to ten effective teams at this level. 
 
U 15 and U 18 
The major challenge was the number of late registrations (more than 100 after the official deadline) and the 
discrepancies between the lists provided by the Hornets showing a player was released and yet the player 
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insisting he was still playing with the Hornets.  The conveners for these ages worked hard to ensure initial 
team lists were prepared with coaches assigned. However, dealing with the late registrations after team 
lists were prepared became a significant task.  This could have contributed to the one dominating team as 
the rush to complete team assignment left little time to check previous performance and assignments.  The 
second challenge was coach assignment at the U 15 division.  With eight teams to support, there were 
initially only four coach volunteers with one more joining late.  The other three coaches came from the list 
of volunteers from the community maintained by the office.  All three were good coaches with individual 
strengths. 
The one unique aspect to U 18 was the reduction to six teams from the normal eight based on the change 
from U 19 to U 18 this year. 

 
Recommendations 
For both U 15 and U 18 there were so many late registrations, it would be worth while establishing teams 
based on the initial registration and then sorting the first group of late registrations after the exhibition 
games. Further late registrations could be dealt with individually.  This could also be noted on the web 
page as well so that late players would see that they would also miss the first two games. 

 
Hornet releases should not be placed on a team until the players have confirmed that they want to be 
placed on a Dragons team. 
 
Training for coaches should be stressed and offered to those who express an interest even if it is not for a 
specific team or age level. 

 
Final Thoughts 
Thanks to Bridget and Currie for managing a huge workload, particularly with the high number of late 
registrations.  Thanks to all of the coaches who worked hard to make sure the youth enjoyed their summer 
soccer. 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report of the Director of Youth Girls 

 
This year the Youth Girls Division consisted of three groupings and their registration numbers were as follows: 

Age Groups 2009 – No. of Players 2008 – No. of Players 2007 – No. of Players 

U12 – U13 (1996-1997) 209 123 (U13 only) 122 (U13 only) 

U14 – U15 (1994-1995) 201 213 213 

U16 – U18 (1991 – 1993) 188 201 (U16-19) 246 (U16-19) 

TOTALS 598 537 581 

 
Included in these numbers were 48 late registrants compared to 31 (U13-19) in the previous year.  Only 4 were not placed 
due to full capacity at the U12-13 level. 
 
All of the above categories had 10 teams competing including two SG teams in each division. Special thanks to Brad 
Reid for assisting in all of the SG team formations.  Combining U12 with U13 went generally uncontested except for about 
three complaints received.  No other direct issues were presented regarding mixing U12-13 group.  Also, special thanks 
to Bob Fox for coming through with appropriate uniforms on such short notice.  Player per team average was appreciated 
by most coaches since summer holidays and injuries, as always, become problematic in all of the categories.  Additional 
players would have been needed in the U16-18 level due to dropouts & employment.  Next year more emphasize should 
be on recruiting the older group. One example would be by encouraging player word of mouth early in the season. 

General perspective 
 
Like always, player placement was a challenge as I received roughly 30 requests after team formation with most of them 
using a similar theme (i.e:  friends & transportation).  One recommendation received is allowing registrants to name only 
one friend of preference during registration.  Though, “zones” should be the primary team formation rule. 
 
Team balancing is and always will be difficult to achieve.  Some suggestions were received such as random selection or 
player evaluations.  However, these options would pose great difficult for our Club to implement given the current season 
structure and the pool of volunteers.  Continuing to emphasize Club philosophy to Coaches throughout the season is the 
best approach in keeping players involved in the sport. 
 
Based on comments & observation, the U18 group should be exempted from including practice as part of the pre-season 
game structure. 
 
Mixed comments were received regarding side of field for spectators.  Both side of the argument had good points 
however, I believe for the sake of consistency, either we increase enforcement of the current policy next year or simply 
leave it up to the Coaches to decide what is best for their team. 
 
Also for consistency, a team roster template should be created and used by all coaches next year. 
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More than 5-goal differential improved this year with only 9 matches compared to 18 in 2008 for this division. However, we 
should continue and even increase awareness of this policy. A fifth bullet point should be added “Restricting kicking 
outside the penalty box” as another strategy for Coaches. 
 
The U18G Canada Day matches were all cancelled except for one game which resulted in a forfeit.  Needless to say 
these Holiday matches should be removed from the regular schedule. 
 
Another issue received this year was field conditions after heavy rainfall.  As a follow up, a defining policy should be 
detailed in the handbook for our Coaches and Referees next season. 
 
Denis Comtois 
Executive Director, Youth Girls 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report of the Director of Mini Boys 

 
Mini Boys of four groups and this year’s registration numbers were (approx) as follows: 
 

Age Group Players Teams Average Per Team
U8 B 203 14 14.5 
U9 B 124 10 12.4 

U10 B 128 10 12.8 
U11B 105 8 13.1 

TOTAL 560   
 
There were 36 late registrants on the wait list, and all but 2 were placed on teams. 
 
OVERALL 
2009 was generally a good year in the world of Mini Boys. Constant rain in June and July somewhat put a 
damper on things and resulted in a few games being shortened or cancelled. There were a few incidents of 
inappropriate behaviour, one of which resulted in a one-game suspension. Otherwise, players and parents 
generally seemed to have a good time.  
 
COACHES 
Most coaches were hard-working and enthusiastic. Most coaches took training clinics, or informed themselves 
using other sources such as Byte Size Soccer, books or web resources.  
 
Some winning coaches were upset when we decided that non-refereed games would be scored as 0-0 draws, 
but they seemed to accept these changes nonetheless.  
 
There were a few instances of coaches not giving equal playing time to every player on the team, but rather 
choosing to give their best player(s) more playing time in order to ensure a win. This happened in every age 
group, and was mostly prominent in the run to the Semi-Finals.          
 
This “win at all cost” attitude has no place in recreational Soccer, which is why it must be addressed. I believe 
that the best way to deal with this is to remind coaches of the GDRS philosophy “The aim of the Gloucester 
Dragons is to promote recreation, fitness, health and friendship. Participation is the rule; winning is a bonus” at 
equipment hand-out day.   
 
MISC. COACH COMMENTS 

1. Enforce the rule that states what side of the field spectators are to sit on, for the sake of consistency, or 
else let them know up front that they can do as they choose. 

2. Spend more money on coach training. 
3. Enforce the Equal Play philosophy. 
4. Balance teams. 

 
REFEREEING 
Generally, referees handled games very efficiently, although most referees, particularly the younger ones, are 
still reluctant to confront players, or card them when rough behaviour or inappropriate language is involved. 
Referees must be reminded to have “Zero Tolerance” towards rough play or inappropriate behaviour.  
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TEAM BALANCING 
U9, U10 and U11 age groups were not balanced again this year, with substantial  discrepancies between top-
placed teams and last-place teams. 
 

Age Category Top Team Last Place Team 
Win Loss Win Loss 

U9 9 2 0 13 
U10 11 0 1 10 
U11 10 1 2 10 

 
Many solutions have been suggested by coaches to balance teams, and most are not feasible (see attached 
Annex “A”).  

 

Bottom line, we will always have to live with imbalances in some age groups. All we can do is remind coaches 
to play fair, don’t run up the score, and, again, remember the GDRS philosophy: “The aim of the Gloucester 
Dragons is to promote recreation, fitness, health and friendship. Participation is the rule; winning is a 
bonus”. 

 

Thank you 

 

Ivor Pontiroli 
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Annex “A” 

 
Analysis of team balancing proposals submitted by coaches. 

 
By Director, Mini Boys, Ivor Pontiroli 

 
 
Randomly choosing players 
 
Randomly choosing players to form teams, as has been suggested by some coaches, would not work as long 
as parents are allowed to submit requests for their child to play with other specific children. This year, almost 
20% of Mini Boys parents made these specific requests, either in the on-line registration form or with 
subsequent e-mails to the age director.     
 
Moving players 
 
Moving players from a stronger team to a weaker team, another solution proposed by some coaches, would 
not work due to resistance from parents and coaches, as I discovered this year. This resistance stems from (a) 
the fact that more driving may be required to go to another practice field and (b) the fact that parents do not like 
to move kids, especially after the team has started to bond and friendships formed within a few weeks.  
 
Evaluations 
 
Other coaches proposed we do pre-season evaluations. This would be a logistical challenge, considering the 
large number of registrants involved. Evaluations would cut into the “already-short” season, shortening it by 
another week, unless we started one week earlier. Keep in mind that minor Hockey, despite two or three 
weekends of evaluations still has team imbalances in most age groups.    
 
Absenteeism 
 
In conclusion, even if a solution to team balancing were found and implemented early in the year, the high 
number of absentees (40-50%) that usually take place in Rec. Soccer during the months of late June, July and 
most of August would negate the effects of any team balancing. 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report of the Director of Mini Girls 

 
In 2009, the mini-girl category included U8 to U11. There were 371 girls registered in these age groups, as 
shown in the table below. All the players who registered late were placed on a team. 
 

Level No. of Girls No. of Teams Avg. per Team 
U8 105 8 13 
U9 108 8 13.5 
U10 81 6 13.5 
U11 77 6 13 

 
For comparison purposes, here are the registration numbers since 2005. 
 

Level 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
U8 138 107 64 157 105 
U9 163 142 120 91 108 
U10 135 143 129 90 81 
U11 128 130 129 118 77 
Total 564 522 442 456 371 
% change   -7.4% -15.3% 3.2% -18.6% 

 
Note that we have been losing players in the past five years: we are down 34% since 2005. 

Items of Interest 
• The new OSA rules, for example, limiting the team size, were generally well-received. A few problems with 

attendance were reported in mid-season, but nothing drastic. 
• This year’s schedule was excellent. The home-field/away games structure was perfect. Thanks Pat 

Lacasse. Next year he can do the playoffs too I hope. 
• Grass cutting on the fields was such an improvement over last year. 
• Equipment and uniforms were great – thanks Bob Fox. 
• Referees attended all games – thanks Fred Meacoe. 
• I appreciated information sharing with my mini-boys counterpart, Ivor. 

Items to Work On 
• Increase registration 
• Coach training 
• Encourage women to coach mini girls. Three of my 28 teams had women as head coaches. 
 
Thank-you 
I would like to thank all the coaches, assistant coaches, other parents, and board members who volunteered 
their time so that we could offer a fun soccer program for all the children. 
 
David Lowe 
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Report of the Director, U5-U7 
 
Overall 
The second year of my stay as Micro Director proved both challenging and rewarding.  Taking on the additional 
age group (of U7) provided a large crunch on time for team formation. 
  

Movements amongst teams again proved to be quite time-consuming.   I believe we should offer the option of 
choice-of-team (obviously within limits) on the registration form, so not as to have to re-work an already 
arduous process. 
  
I can’t say enough about the 68 teams of coaches and volunteers who provide the backbone to the Dragon 
organization.  Better training would encourage more to develop their skills and probably increase their desire to 
return year after year. 
  
Finally, the organizers should be commended for the opening and closing days, particularly from an equipment 
management aspect.  From the outside, this task looks monumental. 
 
Concerns / Problems 
- player movement and the rules that govern it. 
- coach development, particularly for first-timers. 
- coach guidelines.  Too many coaches “doing their own thing”. 
- lack of concern for attendance 
 
Observations 
As an organization our size, the small number of volunteers doing the ‘heavy lifting’ is admirable.  Perhaps we 
need to develop structures which allow individuals to help in smaller way, building up their confidence to the 
point where they would be willing to take on a larger role. 
 
Our relationship with the Gloucester Hornets should be reviewed and ways of developing a win-win 
relationship discussed.   
 
Our coaches deserve the opportunity to further develop their skills.  Lopsided games, complaints, etc. are often 
the bi-product of one team developing at a faster rate than another.  Equal coaching will eliminate a lot of 
problems. 
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2009 Annual General Meeting 
Report of the Head Referee 

 
General Comments 
The 2009 season was another successful year for referees within the Dragons.  A total of 1145 games were scheduled, 
and of these, 1135 (99.2%) had officials assigned.  There were problems throughout the year finding referees for games 
in South Gloucester. There was a higher incident of referee shortages on Tuesday evenings in both North and South 
Gloucester. 
 
Our pool of referees consists of 211 officials, the majority of whom are Club or mini-referees.  There is a continuing 
requirement to increase the number of officials at the District level.  We had hoped to be able to provide assistant referees 
for the U13 games; we were prevented by the lack of qualified referees. There were several games at the U15 and above 
level that were played with one or no assistant referee. 
 
There is also a need for more adult referees to officiate at the senior level games.  We were fortunate to increase our 
numbers this year with the addition of some of referees from our Entry Level Course. 
 
The shortage of senior referees also limits our ability to develop our junior referees.  When almost all seniors are required 
for senior games, they are unavailable to observe and provide feedback to our junior referees.  As a result we were only 
able to assess 16 referees. 
 
2009 Rules Changes 
• Gloucester Dragons adopted the Mini Soccer rules of the Ontario Soccer Association this year. This brought 

substantial changes to the referee program with the introduction of a completely new training program. A benefit of 
this change was that there were more games to offer to the Mini Soccer Referees. 

• The Ontario Soccer Association changed the minimum registration age for Entry Level referees to 14. Another change 
to the Entry Level training course required all new referees to take a 3 day course, complete a pre-course workbook 
and pass an exam in order to register as a referee in Ontario.  As a result we saw a decrease in the number of 
registrants. 

 
Pre-season Referee Training 
• Two Mini Soccer referee courses were scheduled and held this year and we were able to qualify 50 Mini Soccer 

referees. 
• Two Entry Level courses were offered. One was cancelled due to low registration numbers and of the 18 registrants in 

the first course 16 qualified. 
• There were three referee refresher sessions offered to inform the Gloucester Referees about the changes to the FIFA 

Laws of the Game. These sessions were well received and those referees who attended were able to participate in a 
video exam and informal discussion period. 

• Three ERSL Assistant Referee courses were held to qualify our Entry Level and District level officials to act as 
assistant referees in ERSL competitive games. 

 
2010 Season Outlook 
The 2010 season will bring us the opportunity to build on the work begun this year.  We will be updating the Referee 
Handbook to address 2009 procedural changes.  
 
Closing Comments 
I must give special thanks to Barry Walker and Lutz Sukstorf who provided me with valuable support and advice during 
my first year as Head Referee.   Without this support, my work as Head Referee would have been considerably more 
difficult.   
Fred Meacoe 
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Gloucester Dragons Recreational Soccer 
Treasurer’s Year End Report – September 30, 2009 

 
 

Financial Statements 
The Financial statements presented to the AGM are the final version (October 19, 2009). A requirement by OSA is 
the need to have an audited financial statement. The GDRS are in good financial shape. The auditing will take place 
at the Gloucester Soccer Association (GSA) level. Due to Hornets’ Treasurer delays, audit work for 2007, 2008 and 
2009 are not completed. 
 
On the September 30 2009 balance sheet, we have: 
- total assets of $502,527 

- $97,685 (19% of total assets) consists of cash 
- $380,000 (76% of total assets) consists of term deposits 

- total liabilities of $231,658 
- accounts payable and accrued liabilities ($148,820) 
- Due to GSA units ($82,838) 

- closing surplus of $270,869 
 
On the 2009 statement of revenues and expenditures, we have: 
- operating surplus of $22,907 compare to $8,761 in 2008 and a budget of $1,273 

- U25 Pythons surplus of $6,865 
- total operating surplus of $29,772 (including U25 Pythons surplus) 

- revenues of $370,831 compare to $373,297 in 2008 and a budget of $339,825 
- expenses of $347,758 compare to $364,536 in 2008 and a budget of $338,552 
 
Last Three Years’ Perspective 
Over the last three years as GDRS Treasurer, a number of financial issues have been addressed: 

- A detailed operational budget have been prepared and approved by GDRS Board. 
- A cash flow budget have been prepared and approved by GDRS Board. 
- A Financial Strategy document have been prepared and approved by GDRS Board. 
 Investment strategy and financial reporting are the main topics. 
- A new chart of accounts have been developed and implemented. 
- Financial reporting tools have been developed and partly implemented. 
- Uniformity of financial reporting and budgeting structure have been implemented. 

 
Some work still need to be done regarding financial issues with GSA and GSA units. 
 
Thank you to all Board members and especially to Bridget Edmonds, office manager, for their cooperation during my 
two terms. 
 
 
Francois Brouard, DBA, CA 
Treasurer (2007-2009), Gloucester Dragons Recreational Soccer 
October 19, 2009 
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